FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY ACTIVITIES

LEARNING WORDS
☐ Vocabulary
☐ Verbs
☐ Grammar

☐ Flashcards:
- 3x5 for individual words
- 4x6 for families of words and verb conjugations

☐ Use language lab tapes to focus on:
- specific grammar points,
- verb forms

☐ Take dictation from the CD’s, check that you’re right and then practice it aloud to yourself.

☐ Use computer programs in language lab.

☐ Consult current newspapers and magazines in your foreign language.

☐ Start a journal in your foreign language.

☐ Label everyday objects in your room with foreign language names on post-it’s.

☐ Bring the language into everyday conversation with
  * foreign songs
  * foreign nicknames for your friends
  * foreign catch phrases